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Abstract
A new problem for the automated off-line programming
of industrial robot application is investigated. The Multi-
Goal Path Planning is to find the collision-free path con-
necting a set of goal poses and minimizing e.g. the total
path length. Our solution is based on an earlier reported
path planner for industrial robot arms with 6 degrees-of-
freedom in an on-line given 3D environment. To control
the path planner, four different goal selection methods are
introduced and compared. While the Random and the
Nearest Pair Selection methods can be used with any path
planner, the Nearest Goal and the Adaptive Pair Selection
method are favorable for our planner. With the latter two
goal selection methods, the Multi-Goal Path Planning
task can be significantly accelerated, because they are
able to automatically solve the simplest path planning
problems first. Summarizing, compared to Random or
Nearest Pair Selection, this new Multi-Goal Path Plan-
ning approach results in a further cost reduction of the
programming phase.
Keywords: motion planning, search algorithms, traveling
salesman problem, shortest sequence
1 INTRODUCTION
The todays production lines usually consist of multiple
robots, interacting with a wide range of equipment and
fixtures. Programming these capital intensive installations
can be made off-line in powerful robot simulation systems.
The off-line programming is still a complex task and the
resulting programs strongly depend on the programmer’s
capabilities. Let us for instance consider a spot welding
task, in which a robot has to reach several spot welding
points. In this scenario, the main goal of the programmer
is to generate a collision-free robot program, which can be
executed as quick as possible in order to achieve short
cycle times, thus, increasing the total throughput. But even
an experienced programmer often needs a lot of time to
find at least an sub-optimal solution. Depending on the
problem complexity, it is very difficult to choose the opti-
mal sequence as well as to find a collision-free path be-
tween two spot welding points. Yet, neither in the current
state of the art nor in the existing robot simulation tools
like ROBCAD, IGRIP or CATIA, tools are available to
solve the Multi-Goal Path Planning problem.
The main part of the Multi-Goal Path Planning is the
finding of a collision-free path. The issue of robot path
planning has been studied for a couple of decades and
many important contributions to the problem have been
made [14]. Point-to-Point (PTP) Path planning algorithms,
which can find a collision-free path from one start con-
figuration (point) to a goal configuration (point) are of
great theoretical interest, but are rarely used in practice
because of their computational complexity [16]. In the last
two years a few new PTP path planning approaches have
been published, which promise good results (see e.g. [2, 3,
10]).
The Multi-Goal Path Planning (MTP) problem which
computes a collision-free path as well as the optimal se-
quence has not yet been considered. In our opinion, solv-
ing the MTP problem can improve the off-line generated
programs and therefore reduce the total programming
time.
In this paper, we introduce a first approach to solve the
MTP problem. More precisely, we consider the following:
Given an industrial robot (usually with six degrees-of-
freedom) and a set of static obstacles. Both, the robot and
the obstacles are provided as CAD models. Additionally, a
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Figure 1: Illustration of a MTP problem in a
two-dimensional C-space with one static ob-
stacle (star) and several different goal configu-
rations (dots). Dots with the same first index
belong to the same pose, the arrows indicate
the optimal sequence.
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set of different goal poses representing the position and
orientation of the robot’s tool center point in the work
space is given. According to ambiguous inverse kinemat-
ics of the robot, a pose can be reached by several different
configurations in the configuration space (C-space). Now,
the MTP problem is to compute a collision-free path be-
tween these poses and to find the optimal pose sequence,
thus, reaching every pose at least once while minimizing
the total path length (see Figure 1).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview of our MTP approach. The
three basic modules “MTP Control”, “MTP Path Plan-
ning” and “ Shortest Sequence Planning” of this approach
are explained in detail in Section 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
Experimental results are presented in Section 6. The paper
closes with the conclusion and an outlook to the future
work in Section 7.
2 MULTI-GOAL PATH PLANNING AP-
PROACH
In order to solve the MTP problem, the following con-
cept was developed. It consists of three major modules,
which are embedded in a main control loop (see Figure 2).
MTP Path Planning
Shortest Sequence Planning
MTP Control
Figure 2: The MTP approach for solving MTP
problems
At the beginning, every configuration represents a node
in an initial graph (Figure 3a). In every iteration, the MTP
Path Planning module computes one collision-free path
between a set of start configurations and a set of goal
configurations. The solution path is then inserted as the
corresponding edge in the graph (see Figure 3b). In this
iteratively growing graph the Shortest Sequence Planning
module tries to find the shortest sequence in order to solve
the given MTP problem (see Figure 3c).
In the worst case, the maximal number
( )R N NMax = −* /1 2  of planning runs might be neces-
sary for N configurations to find the optimal sequence. But
depending on the chosen Path Planning algorithms, which
are described in Section 4 and according to the regarded
robot application, the total runs as well as the total solving-
time can be reduced significantly.
3 MTP CONTROL
The MTP Control module plays an important role in the
MTP approach. Its main task consists of selecting the
suitable start and goal configuration pair for the MTP Path
Planning in every iteration. This selection can be done
either randomized or deterministic. In the following, four
different selection methods are introduced, which are
compared in Section 6.
P0 – “RANDOM PAIR SELECTION”
The simplest strategy is the Random Pair Selection
method, which can be realized with any path planning
algorithm. According to the current state of the MTP
graph, two configurations qi and qj, which are yet not
connected, are randomly selected. The path planner must
then find a collision-free path between qi and qj. As this
method has no knowledge about the distance between the
configurations, a lot of eventually unnecessary planning
runs are done, in order to find a valid sequence. In the
worst case, the maximal number of planning runs
RMax has to be made.
P1 – “NEAREST PAIR SELECTION”
Instead of a randomized selection method, the start and
goal pairs can be selected according to a specified order.
For instance, the Euclidian distance between the start and
goal configurations could be a possible order rule which
can be easily computed at the beginning. In this strategy,
the MTP Control begins with the start and goal pair, which
has the shortest distance. In opposite to P0, the neighbored
planning problems will be solved at first. But, in some
MTP problems, it could happen, that a planning task
seems to be very easy (short distance) at the beginning, but
the direct path is blocked by an obstacle. In this case, the
planning might take a long time until a collision-free can
be found.
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Figure 3: (a) Initial MTP
Graph (b) Inserted solution
edge ( )q q1 4, after one call of
the MTP Path Planning (c)
Solution sequence after 13 it-
erations computed by the
Shortest Sequence Planning
module
P2 – “NEAREST GOAL SELECTION”
In this strategy, the path planner must be able to cope
with multiple goal configurations as for instance the MTP
Path Planner, which is introduced in Section 4.
Beginning at the specified start configuration, the path
planner receives all other (N-1) configurations as possible
goals. As the path planner will find the shortest path at
first, the nearest configuration will be selected automati-
cally. In the next run, the planner continues with the previ-
ous goal and tries to find a collision-free path to all re-
maining configurations. After (N-1) runs, a valid sequence
is found.
The computational amount for this strategy is linear in
the number of poses, but it cannot guarantee to find the
shortest sequence in terms of the total path length. This
derives from the fact that it only considers the shortest
path between one goal to the nearest goal and not the
minimization of the total path. But the main advantage is
that already after the minimum number of planning runs a
first solution is available.
P3 – “ADAPTIVE PAIR SELECTION”
Is the path planner additionally able to cope with multi-
ple start configurations as well as with multiple goal con-
figurations, thus selecting automatically the easiest start
and goal pair, then the Adaptive Pair Selection method can
be applied. In this strategy, which can also be realized
with the MTP Path Planner in Section 4, the planning
systems receives all configurations including a list of
edges (representing the missing collision-free paths),
which still have to be computed.
4 MTP PATH PLANNING
The new MTP Path Planning method is based on an
earlier reported PTP Path planner. The main concept con-
sist on a best first search in the C-space [10]. The search
needs an OPEN and CLOSED list to store the configura-
tions to be investigated and the nodes which are already
investigated. In every iteration, according to an evaluation
function, the best node of OPEN is expanded. In order to
avoid the time consuming obstacle transformations, colli-
sions are detected in the workspace by a hierarchical dis-
tance computation [8]. In on-line provided environments
with static obstacles and with an optimal discretisation
[11], the planning times are only a few seconds [10].
Based on the goal switching concept introduced in [12],
the search algorithm is extended to support multiple start
as well as multiple goal configurations, in order to realize
the MTP Path Planning.
The path planner is controlled by a Task Table TT(i,j)
with [ ]i j K, , ,= 1K and K ni
i
N
=
=
∑
1
, which is shown in
Table 1.
Goal
Start
q1,1 q2,1 q2,2 q3,1
q1,1 -1 0 0 1
q2,1 0 -1 1 1
q2,2 0 1 -1 0
q3,1 1 1 0 -1
Table 1: Task Table TT for a MTP problem
with one start configuration q1 1, , one pose with
two configurations q q2 1 2 2, ,,  and one final goal
configuration q3 1, . If for instance, a path from
q2,2 to q3,1 is found, then in the next run, the
corresponding table elements TT(3,4), TT(4,3)
are set to 1.
TT(i,j) = 0 means that a collision-free path from con-
figuration qi to configuration qj must be found. If TT(i,j) =
1, then no collision-free path has to be found between the
configurations qi and qj. The table elements TT(i,j) with
i=j are set to -1, since it is not necessary to find a path
from one configuration to itself. Thus, the Task Table
corresponds to the adjacent matrix of the MTP graph.
At the beginning of a path planning, the path planner
can be initialized by the Task Table. Thus, if one table
element in column j is equal to 0, the corresponding con-
figuration q j  is inserted as a goal configuration into the
hashing table CLOSED of the search algoithm. Analogue,
if any element in row i is equal to 0, the corresponding
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Figure 4: Three different examples in the two-dimensional C-Space with dynamic start and goal switching
configurations qi  is inserted as a start configuration into
the OPEN list of the search algorithm. Thus, the Task
Table is a flexible representation to specify the problem
for the path planner.
The functionality of the dynamic start and goal switch-
ing is explained by three different examples, which are
shown in Figure 4. All configurations on the left side are
possible start configurations and all configurations on the
right side are possible goal configurations. In all three
examples, the search starts at the third configuration. As
the search front hits the upright obstacle, the dynamic start
switching leads to an expansion of the first configuration.
In case (a), the search front can directly move to the first
goal. In case (b), the obstacle in front of the first goal
blocks the search, thus the dynamic goal switching leads to
an automatic switch to the second goal. As in Figure (c),
the first goal is blocked much earlier, the dynamic start
switching activates a third search front at the second start
configuration. This last search front slides around the
obstacle in the middle and reaches the second goal without
any further problems.
The integration of the dynamic start switching into the
basic path planner needs no significant modifications. As
the OPEN list of the search algorithm is per definition able
to cope with multiple configurations during a search, only
the initialization has to be adapted. Instead of inserting
only one start configuration, all configurations according
to the present state of the Task Table are added to the
OPEN list. The search then starts with that configuration
which has the cheapest evaluation value.
In order to realize the dynamic goal switching, the cal-
culation of the evaluation function has to be adapted. In-
stead of computing the estimated costs of the current con-
figuration qi only to one goal configuration, it has to be
computed to all configurations qj, where TT(i,j) = 0.
5 SHORTEST SEQUENCE PLANNING
Finding the shortest sequence is very similar to the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [15]. In the TSP, a
salesman has to visit a number of towns at least once and
as traveling costs time and money, the salesman is inter-
ested in traveling on the shortest tour starting and ending
at his home town. Adapted to the Multi-Goal Path Plan-
ning, an industrial robot has to reach a number of configu-
rations at least once. In contrast to the TSP, the robot
usually do not have to return to its starting pose. There-
fore, we call this problem the Shortest Sequence Problem
(SSP).
The input of a TSP or SSP solver (xSP solver) is usu-
ally a graph with nodes and edges. In our application, the
nodes represent the goal configurations and the edges
represent a collision-free path between these configura-
tions. Every edge has a cost value according to its path
length. The path length of a collision-free path is measured
in the number of via configurations. As a given pose may
be reached by several different configurations, the graph
contains groups of nodes, representing the different poses.
In this case, a valid sequence consists of one node of each
group, in order to reach every pose at least once. The
similar TSP scenario would provide different suburbs for
each town, and the salesman has to visit only one suburb
of every town. We call these extended problems TSP++
and SSP++.
5.1 CONNECTIVITY TEST
In order to find a shortest sequence in a graph, the con-
sidered graph must be connected. While in the basic xSP
cases the standard connectivity test is sufficient (see e.g.
[15]), it has to be extended for the xSP++ cases. For these
cases, the standard test could of course be applied, but it
may happen, that a feasible xSP++ solution could be rec-
ognized much later. In Figure 5(a) and (b) two different
examples are shown, each with one start configuration,
two middle poses with three alternative configurations and
one goal configurations. After four planning runs, in both
cases a standard connectivity test would fail, although the
example in Figure 5(b) is “xSP++ connected”.
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Figure 5: (a,b) MTP Graphs for two different MTP
problems, (c,d) Connected components ZH1,
ZH2 and ZH3
In order to avoid this disadvantage, the xSP++ connec-
tivity is checked in the following way: At first, a standard
algorithm computes the connected components ZHi in the
MTP Graph [15]. Then it will be tested whether one com-
ponent contains the start configuration (1), at least one
configuration of every pose (2) and at least on configura-
tion of the final pose (3). If one component fulfills these
conditions, the MTP Graph is called xSP++ connected.
The example in Figure 5(a) contains three connected
components, but none of them fulfills the three conditions,
thus this example is not xSP++ connected. In opposite, as
the connected component ZH1 of the second example
fulfills all three conditions, this example is xSP++ con-
nected.
5.2 FINDING SHORTEST SEQUENCE
As a connected graph is not necessarily complete, a
standard “Shortest-Path-Algorithm” as e.g. the Dijkstra
Algorithm in [4] is used to compute all missing edges,
which are inserted as virtual edges into the MTP graph.
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Figure 6: Completed MTP graph by adding the
virtual edges (dashed line) for the connected
component ZH1 in Figure 5(d). A virtual edge
between q2,1 and q4,1 represents a shortcut
via the configuration q3,1, computed by the
shortest path algorithm.
Based on this completed graph, a xSP-solver can find
the shortest tour or sequence. While solution methods for
TSPs are already deeply investigated (see e.g. [5]: 120
cities; [18]: 532 cities; [6]: 666 cities; [1]: 13.509 cities),
no methods of xSP++ tasks have yet been considered to
our knowledge. By extending the available implementation
of a TSP solver [19], we have developed a new xSP++
solver.
Pederson has used genetic algorithms (GA) to solve the
traveling salesman problem. A simple introduction in the
theory of GA can be found in [13]. Adapted to MTP
problems, a gene stands for a goal configuration, a chro-
mosome represents a valid sequence and a population is a
set of multiple chromosomes. Every chromosome in one
population is rated by a fitness evaluation function, thus,
the best chromosome representing the best sequence can
be found.
Analogue to nature, a population can grow by applying
the standard GA functions crossover and mutation. In our
approach, the crossover randomly selects two chromo-
some (parent P1 and parent P2) and generates a new
chromosome (child C) by exchanging random parts of the
parents (see Figure 7). The child will then be changed in
the mutation function, by a permutation of a random se-
lected part (see Figure 8).
In order to handle also group of nodes (multiple con-
figurations of a TCP), we have introduced an additional
layer into the GA, which we call a gene group. Thus, a
chromosome consists no longer of genes, but of gene
groups. Every gene group consists of at least one gene, if it
only represents a single configuration or of multiple genes
according to the number of nodes in the group under con-
sideration. As a chromosome represents a valid sequence,
every gene group selects one gene as the current member
of the sequence.
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Figure 7: Crossover function of our genetic al-
gorithm: The genes of parent P1 are selected
and copied to the child at exactly the same lo-
cation as they appear in the parent chromo-
some. Thus, both order and position of the
genes in parent P1 are preserved. The genes
that are not selected from parent P1 are cop-
ied form parent P2 to fill in the empty spaces
in the child C. The order of the genes in parent
P2 is preserved but the exact location are for
obvious reasons, not.
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Figure 8: Mutation function of our genetic algo-
rithm: One at random selected part (consisting
of consecutive genes) of the chromosome is
permuted. In practice, this is done by switch-
ing the location of the gene within the selected
part.
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Figure 9: New exchange function for our ge-
netic algorithm: (a) One gene group is ran-
domly selected (dashed rectangle). If the
group contains more than one gene, the cur-
rently selected gene is exchanged by another
randomly selected gene (arrow). (b) The re-
sulting chromosome.
The crossover as well as mutation can therefore still be
applied on these new chromosomes, but now working on
gene groups instead of genes. The new function exchange
was added in order to exchange a random selected gene of
a random selected gene group, thus, modifying a chromo-
some (see Figure 9). As this function is applied only on
one chromosome, it is very similar to the mutation func-
tion and could of course be integrated in it. But for a better
modularity, we explain it as a separate method.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have realized this MTP approach on a workstation
(Pentium PC with 350 MHz and 128 MByte memory)
running under LINUX operation system. The MTP path
planner is implemented in C language and runs as a server
process.
The MTP control unit is written in C++ using the
LEDA-library [17] and communicates via the parallel
virtual machine (PVM) interface with the path planner.
For comparing the four goal selection methods, we have
tested this new MTP approach on several industrial MTP
problems. In Figure 10 and 11 the two MTP problems PIN
ASSEMBLY and SPOT WELDING are shown.
Figure 10: MTP problem PIN ASSEMBLY with
1 start configuration, 20 sub goal configura-
tions and 1 final goal configuration.
Figure 11: MTP problem SPOT WELDING
with 1 start configuration, 16 sub goal configu-
rations and 1 final goal configuration.
For each problem, we have solved the maximum num-
ber of planning runs (PIN ASSEMBLY: 231, SPOT
WELDING: 153) ten times, in order to show the averaged
performance of the different strategies (see Figure 12 and
13). It can be clearly seen, that in both problems, the ran-
domized strategy P0 shows the worst results.
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Figure 13: Total sequence length P depending
on the running time T for the four different
stratetgies P0 to P3 for the MTP problem PIN
ASSEMBLY.
In the fastest run for the MTP problem PIN ASSEM-
BLY, the strategy P0 is able to find a first sequence after
38 iterations, but with a total sequence length of P = 2786,
which is far from the optimum with P = 1030. P1 can
make use of the distance information between the configu-
rations as the first sequence has a total length of P = 1183.
But as a lot of configuration are very close to each other,
P1 needs 108 iterations for finding this first solution. In
contrast, the strategy P3 computes the first solution al-
ready after 42 iterations (P = 1090) and the optimum after
50 iterations. The fastest results can be achieved with the
strategy P2 after 21 iterations with a sequence length of P
= 1164.
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Figure 13: Total sequence length P depending
on the running time T for the four different
stratetgies P0 to P3 for the MTP problem
SPOT WELDING.
In the second MTP problem SPOT WELDING the re-
sults are sligthly different. P0 achieves still the worst re-
sults. But as the configurations can be divided into two
groups (left and right bar), the strategies P1 and P3 calcu-
lates a lot of collision-free paths between the configura-
tions of each group in comparison to P0. Thus, P0 is per
chance able to compute those collision-free paths, which
are needed for planning a sequence. Therefore, P0 can
provide already after 20 iterations a first solution in its
fastest run. But this solution with a total sequence length
of P = 4145 is far away from the optimum (P = 1132). For
P1, the clustering of the configurations leads to the fatal
number of 125 iterations for providing the first solution.
Additionally, the optimum can be found only after the
maximum number of runs. In contrast, P3 calculates its
first sequence after 60 iterations with a length of P = 1166.
The best performance shows strategy P2, with a sequence
of P = 1254 after 17 planning runs.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the new Multi-Goal
Path Planning (MTP) approach as the first powerful sup-
port tool for human programmers to solve MTP problems
in off-line programming tasks. We have introduced four
different goal selection methods and compared them for
two industrial MTP problems. Based on an efficient path
planner in combination with Nearest Goal and Adaptive
Pair Selection, the simplest path segment are solved first.
With every additional path planning, the total sequence
path length can be further reduced, thus the Multi-Goal
Path Planning can be interrupted at any time, after a first
sequence is available. With all other available path plan-
ners, the MTP problem can only be solved with Random
Pair or Nearest Pair Selection. In order to find the shortest
sequences, a new GA based xSP++-solver and a modified
MTP graph connectivity test have been developed.
In our future work, we will investigate on an automatic
strategy selection method, in order to additionally improve
the total performance. Furthermore, we will combine the
Nearest Goal and the Adaptive Pair Selection, because the
first method can already provide a valid solution after the
minimum number of planning runs. Although the Nearest
Goal Selection cannot guarantee the optimal sequence, this
first solution can be used as a basis for the Adaptive Pair
Selection method.
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